The past decade has witnessed a growing interest in vehicular networking. Initially motivated by traffic safety, vehicles equipped with computing, communication and sensing capabilities will be organized into ubiquitous and pervasive networks with a significant Internet presence while on the move. Large amount of data can be generated, collected, and processed on the vehicular networks. Big data on vehicular networks include useful and sensitive information which could be exploited by malicious intruders. But intrusion detection in vehicular networks is challenging because of its unique features of vehicular networks: short range wireless communication, large amount of nodes, and high mobility of nodes. Traditional methods are hard to detect intrusion in such sophisticated environment, especially when the attack pattern is unknown, therefore, it can result unacceptable false negative error rates. As a novel attempt, the main goal of this research is to apply data mining methodology to recognize known attacks and uncover unknown attacks in vehicular networks. We are the first to attempt to adapt data mining method for intrusion detection in vehicular networks. The main contributions include: 1) specially design a decentralized vehicle networks that provide scalable communication and data availability about network status; 2) applying two data mining models to show feasibility of automated intrusion detection system in vehicular networks; 3) find the detection patterns of unknown intrusions. key words: vehicular networks, mobile networks, intrusion detection, vehicular ad hoc network, security
Introduction
The past decade has witnessed a growing interest in vehicular networking, a subset of mobile computing [1] , [2] . The initial vision vehicular networking originally sees that radioequipped vehicles can somehow network together and, by exchanging and aggregating individual views, can build the drivers informed about potential traffic safety risks, and can heighten their awareness of road conditions and other trafficrelated events. In support of vehicular networking and, more generally, of traffic-related communications, the US Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has allocated 75MHz of spectrum in the 5.850 to 5.925 GHz band for the exclusive use of Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) [3] . As a result, in the near future, vehicles equipped with com-puting, communication and sensing capabilities will be organized into ubiquitous and pervasive networks with a significant Internet presence while on the move.
Most, if not all, applications on vehicular networks, communicate with big data, such as safety message which are very important and under a stringent time limit, finance information which are used online payment (e.g. ez-pass toll station and smart parking [4] ), medical information such as emergency rescue [5] , etc.
Malicious attackers, aiming at the big data, can launch intrusion detection to obtain access of the vehicular system. Vehicular networks are new systems, although many experts think vehicular networks will bring revolutionary to our daily driving [6] , [7] . However, the new invented systems suggest that new system security holes and new intrusion methods are continuously being discovered. Additionally, newly invented intrusion attacks can go most likely undetected, resulting to unacceptable false negative error rates. There are some data mining based intrusion detection systems have been proposed in mobile ad hoc network [8] , [9] , sensor networks [10] and cloud computing [11] - [13] . However, in vehicular networks, this is the first attempt to adopt data mining in IDS, based on our best knowledge. Data mining in vehicular network is a process that extracts valuable information and knowledge from large, complex, noisy, and digital data sets which hide unknown but useful information. The purpose of the data mining process in this paper is to extract intrusion information from data package and transform intrusion information into an understandable structure for intrusion detection and prevention.
In addition, the most distinct feature of data mining on vehicular networks is the challenge of availability and scalability. Vehicles, the nodes of the networks, have high mobility and can only communicate with each other in short range wireless networks. The network topology will inherently and constantly change. Therefore, vehicular networks have difficulties to scalably collect data for data mining and to robustly communicate data for network status information availability. The large number cars require that intrusion detection method must be scalable. Therefore, in this paper, we propose to construct vehicular cloud [7] , [14] to scalably collect and transmit network data for preparation of data mining as well as for updating new categories and new rules adopted in data mining. The whole vehicular network is partitioned into smaller subnetworks based on geographic traffic map.
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Related Work
Although data mining application on intrusion detection has been proposed in 1998 by Lee, et al. [15] . But very little data mining methods has been extensively proposed to detect intrusions in vehicular ad hoc networks or vehicular networks, although there are some applications in mobile ad hoc network [8] , [9] , sensor networks [10] and cloud computing [11] - [13] .
In vehicular networks, Grover, et al. proposed to apply machine learning to detect misbehavior, i.e. transmitting inaccurate messages to trigger unsafe situation [16] . But misbehavior may not be intrusion. Yan et al. [17] adopted boxcounting algorithm in vehicular ad hoc network to filter the outliers of location information of vehicles to reach integrity of location information. The location coordinates are placed in a plane and are partitioned into grids. The population of the location points are counted and compared. The more location points at a Cell, the more accurate the location data is. The mean and variance values are computed after partitioning and filtering. Nilsson, et al. proposed forensic investigations to attacks in vehicle-to-vehicle communication [18] . The Brian Carrier's Digital Crime Scene Model is adopted as a template to investigate the attacks. But data mining as a investigating method is not applied.
In mobile ad hoc networks, Kalman filter [19] and particle filter (Monte Carlo filter) [20] are applied in the position estimation as well. To apply these filters, the input data must follow the same distribution (normal distribution). But the input data from malicious attackers does not follow a constant distribution. The compromised input from malicious attackers will cause big error in these filters. A hybrid data mining anomaly detection technique for nodebased IDS has been proposed [21] . Two data mining techniques, i.e. association-rule mining and cross-feature mining, are used to characterise normal behaviours of mobile nodes and detect anomalies by finding deviance from the norm.
In sensor networks, Loo, et al. presented an intrusion detection algorithm for routing attacks in wireless sensor networks [10] . In cloud computing, Modi et al. [11] and Patel et al. [12] reviewed different intrusion detection in cloud computing. The author suggested that IDS and IPS should be combined in next generation of cloud computing. Sood et al. [13] proposed one combined method to improve security in cloud computing. Patel et al. [12] integrated four technologies: autonomic computing self-management, ontology, risk management, and fuzzy theory are leveraged to enable IDS.
The Proposed System
Available and Scalable Cloud Platform
The vehicular network is associated with a number of grids. A city or a traffic area is partitioned into grids (called Cells). The Cell size is predefined, e.g. 700 meters square as shown in Fig. 1 . The size of the square is determined by the transmission range (i.e. 1 kilometers) of DSRC. Each Cell is associated with a virtual machine which executes intrusion detection algorithms. In each Cell, there is a transmission tower, i.e. roadside infrastructure. The tower acts as network backbone to interconnect various Local Area Networks (i.e. a Cell) and connects to Internet. A message will be encrypted and broadcasted inside the Cell. The tower will propagate the message through Internet to the tower of the destination Cell where the message is broadcasted and the receiver vehicle will pick up the message. This network platform provides a path for the exchange of intrusion information between different Cells in a scalable way and ensures the messages are available.
Each Cell executes its own local data mining models and rules, as shown in Fig. 2 . New intrusion methods can be quickly detected and responded in each subnetwork. The detection in subnetwork is efficient as the size of data set is smaller than the whole network. New rules can be informed to each individual subnetwork through backbone network infrastructure.
Numerical Data Set Profile
According to current stage of intrusion detection technology [22] , the following metrics shown in Table 1 and 2 are applied. 
Nature Language Data
Nature language is often harder than numerical number processing. Vehicular networks apply computational linguistics and adopt a parser-handler pattern for read text out of files and processing them. The pattern adopts the design of XML's SAX parser and content handlers, which are open available and built into Java in package org.xml.sax. A parser is created for the format in which the nature language text is represented. Then a handler for the text is created and attached to the parser. Therefore, the parser can be used to parse text from a file and all text found in the file will be passed off to the handler for processing. We also applied classes for suffix arrays of characters, of tokens, or of tokenized documents with links back to the documents from the suffix array. Suffix arrays support finding arbitrary length repeated strings in a large nature language text collection.
Data Mining Architecture
As in stated in Sect. 3.1, vehicular networks are partitioned into cells. Both a vehicle and the tower in a cell will collect network activities. The vehicle applies data mining rules to filter normal user behaviors and intrusion behaviors. Likewise, the tower can filter intrusion behavior by executing data mining models on intrusion data sets, referring intrusion detection rules which are generated by rules generator. All towers are connected by Internet networks therefore they can synchronize the intrusion detection rules along with each other. Because of dynamics of vehicular networks, the intrusion detection rules will need to be updated consistently. The advantages of the proposed system include, as shown in Fig. 3 : 1) High scalability and availability. Local cells can easily receive new rules that have been developed by a remote cell no matter how far it is. The wired towers and local cell communication can ensure the scalability We propose an intrusion detection system framework by using data mining models, as shown in Fig. 4 . Data collector model, as a network sniffer, captures vehicular network data which represents network health status of local area where the collector is located. Since vehicular network data is often complex big data, we pre-process the collected data and save information into specially designed data structures and then form data sets that data mining models require. The data sets are computed similarity to the known attacks and normal data in data miner module to filter outliers. If the outliers are known attacks, we send alerts. If the outliers are unknown, we put them in abnormal data sets for further analysis to generate detection rules. Therefore, it is important to dynamically update the rules library to reflect new intrusions.
The new rules will be enclosed in the rules library. The classic Apriori and extension algorithms [23] are applied to obtain the new rules. The basic steps as shown in Fig. 5 include:
• Pre-processing abnormal data. Only those related data fields are selected for generating new rules, such as The procedure of generate rules from unknown intrusion.
Fig. 6
The dynamical detection-response-prevention model.
source socket (IP + port), destination socket (IP + port), duration of session, etc.
• Applying Apriori algorithms to find associations between different sets of data.
• Enlisting the new associations as rules in the rules library.
Instead of static and passive detection and response to intrusion, a dynamical intrusion detection and prevention model is applied in this paper. There are sub-models including rules, detection, response, and prevention, as shown in Fig. 6 . The core of the model is rules, such as new patterns of intrusions, prevention strategy and applications, etc. Detection sub-model dynamically monitors the status of vehicular network. Response sub-model alert the system administrator when intrusion is detected.
Optimized Data Mining Models
Two fundamental data mining models: Naïve Bayes [24] and Logistic Regression classifiers [25] are applied in this paper. The reasons that we adopt the two models are two: 1) conceptual verification. The main contribution of this paper is to show feasibility and novelty of IDS by data mining in the vehicular networks. The novelty of data mining is not our main focus. 2) The two models are well accepted and proved in many applications. Therefore, it avoids the errors caused by data mining models itself.
Let's define a document space X = {x 1 , · · · , x d } where all documents are represented in this space. We use x for X = x i . A fixed set of classes is marked C = {c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c m }. We use c for C = c i and a training set D = { (x 1 , c 1 ) , . . . , (x n , c n )} of classified documents. Each labeled document < x i , c i >∈ X × C. A classifier is to map documents to classes: γ : X → C. In this section, we are interested two models: Naive Bayes Classifier and Logistic Regression Classifier.
Naïve Bayes Classifier
In Naïve Bayes model, we compute the probability of a document x being in a class c by using Bayes rules:
A document x is a list of words: x = {w 1 , · · · , w n }. Referring previous work [24] , we write
We are interested to find the "best" class of Naïve Bayes classification. The best class is the most likely or maximum a posteriori (MAP) class
Optimization
In this section, we are interested in optimization problem of Naïve Bayes Classifier. Let each document be represented by a word count vector x = (t 1 , · · · , t v ) T . We assume for each class c, the probability distribution of a document follows the multinomial distribution with parameter θ c :
The log likelihood is log p(x|c) = x T log θ c + const.
We also assume that the multinomial distribution assume conditional independence of feature dimensions 1, · · · , v given the class c. Given a training set { (x 1 , c 1 ) , . . . , (x n , c n )}. Our task, in this step, is to find the best parameters Θ = {p(c = j), θ 1 , . . . , θ v }. Therefore, we translate the model
. According to the maximumlikelihood estimation (MLE), the maximum of the joint (log) likelihood of the training set:
It is easy to solve it using Lagrange multipliers [26] and arrive at
and
The above results are intuitively explained as following: they are class frequency in the training data set, and the word frequency of each class.
Logistic Regression Classifier
Naïve Bayes is a generative model and models the joint p(x, c), with the independence assumption on the words of x. The Logistic regression, a discriminative model, estimates p(c|x) directly. We are interested in learning classifiers, c = f (x), for a set of training data sets { (x 1 , c 1 ) , . . . , (x n , c n )}. For a document, the vector
T consist of transformed word frequencies t i , i ∈ d from the training document.
The values c i ∈ [−1, +1] are class labels encoding membership (+1) or nonmembership (-1) of the vector in the category of c i . To map x to real number, we compute the inner product between x and a parameter vector θ ∈ R v :
According [25] , we minimizes log likelihood loss:
where θ is assumed as Gaussian distribution with covariance 1 2λ I:
Recall that both Naïve Bayes and Logistic Regression are linear classifiers. They both divide the documents X with a hyperplane. But they differ from each other: Naïve Bayes optimizes a generative objective function, while Logistic Regression optimizes a discriminative objective function. In practice, logistic regression often has higher accuracy when training data set size is large and Naïve Bayes has an advantage when the training data set size is small.
Simulations
Vehicular Networks Simulation Setup
We were interested to investigate the network performance of our proposed method. We first applied SUMO [27] , a mobility simulator, to generate a mobility trace file and then fed the trace file to NS-2 [28] , a network simulator version 2, where wireless network is simulated. We choose to SUMO and NS-2.30 not only because they are publicly available, but also because they are both well-maintained and well-accepted in the research community. We assumed a 700m × 700m area of city streets to represent a cell, shown in Fig. 7 . Vehicles entered the cell from the border streets and then randomly moved on streets in the cell. We initially placed 150 vehicles. Vehicles make random turning decisions at each intersection. The speed limits on the streets range from 5 to 20 m/s (11-45 mile per hour). Traffic lights are randomly simulated as well. SUMO generates a mobility trace file that can be imported into NS-2. Then, NS-2 is executed and nodes in NS-2 follow the nodes in SUMO respectively. Each traffic flow sends UDP packets (512 bytes per packet). We compared three scenarios with different transmission range (TR): 233m, 350m and 700m for each car.
The average throughput of each street requests is of interest in network simulations. We collected the throughput of each traffic flow and computed the average throughput of each traffic flow which stands for an individual street. The result is shown in Fig. 8 . As expected, the throughput value of 700m TR is about 50% higher than for a TR of 350m. This is because cars in the scenario two can directly communicate with the pseudonym server but the cars in the scenario one will need to relay request to the pseudonym server when the direct connection is unavailable. It is interesting to notice that the throughput of 233m TR is similar to the one of 350m TR. Since cars are moving, the connection is not reliable and some relaying requests will be lost. Additionally, the relay cars may not be found all the time and the packet will be dropped when time is out. As long as relay is needed, two-hop communication does not make significant difference to three-hop communication.
We were also interested in the request response delays. The packet response delays of each flow were collected and computed. The result is shown in Fig. 9 . As expected, the delay values of requests of the case T R = 233m and the case T R = 350m are slightly larger than the case T R = 700m. The reason is obviously because of the unreliable vehicular networks communication. The more hops in communication, the bigger delay values will be. In our proposed scheme, our assumption that the communication can directly reach to the cell shows both theoretical value and empirical meaning in this simulation. We investigated the jitter of requests in the selected street. As expected, the jitter values (both Jitter 1 and Jitter 2 definitions) shows that the jitter in scenarios T R = 233m and T R = 350m has a significantly larger amplitude and fluctuation than the one in scenario T R = 700m. The reason, as mentioned earlier, lies in the mobility of vehicles and in the differences in transmission range. It is fairly interesting to note that the jitter values are higher at the middle of the day and the end of the day. For middle of day, more cars are on street and the wireless channels become more crowded. Wireless transmission is more likely to collide and the jitter values increase. Towards the end of the day, the population of vehicles is greatly decreased. Vehicles in scenario one could fail to connect the pseudonym server because no intermediate cars can be used as communication relay nodes. Comparing Fig. 10 (a) and Fig. 10 (b) , we note that jitter values will be different if the jitter is defined differently.
Intrusion Classification Experiments
In this paper, simulation experiments are configured as follows. We loaded linux on five cars and each car runs several network applications such as email, stream video, online chatting, Internet browsing, etc. We will need to collect network status from these cars. The task is to train and learn a predictive model that can differentiate legitimate and ille- gitimate connections in a computer network.
All these data sets are obtained from TCPdump and are about 5,000,000 records recorded in about nine months. Every connection is marked as attack or normal. There are 4 attack categories with 39 attack types. The examples of the attack types are: buffer overflow, ftp write, guess passwd, loadmodule, multihop, portsweep, rootkit, etc,. We placed 22 attack types are in the training data sets. There are 17 attack types only exist in testing data sets. We notice that there are new intrusion attacks on application layer, such as script attacks, database SQL injection, crossing site scripts, etc. As we are more interested on network layer, we adopted the well-accepted benchmark data set. The four categories are 1. DOS, denial-of-service, e.g. ping-of-death, syn flood, smurf; 2. R2L, unauthorized access from a remote machine to a local machine, e.g. guessing password; 3. U2R, unauthorized access to local superuser privileges by a local unpivileged user, e.g. buffer overflow attacks; 4. PROBING, surveillance and probing, e.g. port-scan, ping-sweep;
Experiments were executed on a java simulator WEKA 3 [29] . The two adopted models (Naïve Bayes and logistic regression) were used in the experiments. We show the simulation results using widely used metrics of data mining. Recall is the ratio of the texts that are relevant to the classification and are successfully classified. Recall can also be defined as the probability that a relevant text is classified by the classification. As shown in Fig. 12 , logistic regression model has higher recall than naïve bayes. Precision takes all the classified text into account and is the fraction of the texts classified that are relevant to the user's information need. As positive predictive value, precision results of logistic regression are higher than the ones of naïve bayes, shown in Fig. 11 . We are interested in F 1 measure which evenly weights recall and precision. The F-measure is defined: F = 2 · precision · recall (precision + recall) . Figure 13 shows the result of F-measure. As expected, the F-measure of is higher than the one of naïve bayes. As F-measures do not take the true negative rate into account, we also showed another measure to assess the binary classifier. The Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) is used in machine learning as a measure of the quality of binary (two-class) classifications. There are four types of true/false and positive/negative combinations. As expected, the MCC values of the logistic regression model are higher than the ones of naïve bayes model, shown in Fig. 14. 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we adopt two data mining models into intrusion detection and to compare the performance of the two models in simulations. Experiments showed that logistic regression out-performed naïve bayes when the larger data sets present. As a novel attempt, this paper can improve security of vehicular networks.
As future work, we will explore other data mining models, especially ones that are suitable to vehicular networks. Multiple metrics, such as time cost, computing cost, and information retrieval metrics, will be further explored to compare the performance of different models. More importantly, new attack data sets will be searched and applied in the future. More applications will be studied to better promote the vehicular data cloud and benefit community.
